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MISSION STATEMENT
We provide high-quality secondary education in Rwanda by offering a secure
and nurturing school environment that transforms vulnerable youth into future
leaders and problem-solvers who champion environmental sustainability and
social change.

VISION STATEMENT
We envision quality secondary education that is universally accessible and
equitable, with the aim to equip Rwanda's youth with the necessary skills and
tools to develop into the next generation of skilled and compassionate leaders.

VALUES STATEMENT
We set standards for responsibility and high achievement, and develop an
inclusive, supportive, and trusting student body that is able to leverage critical
thinking and make a meaningful impact in their communities and beyond.
Founded upon the principles of Christianity, we recognize and acknowledge
students from all religious backgrounds and beliefs by promoting a school
culture of respect, awareness, and tolerance. Core to our philosophy is
experiential learning, a pedagogy that empowers students through crossdisciplinary instruction, project-based learning, global awareness and
character-building.

info@RwandaSchoolProject.org
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2021 AFRICAN
VISIONARY FELLOWSHIP

Congratulations,
class of 2021!
JOIN US in celebration of our 6th graduating
class: 22 newly minted RLS alumni. These seniors
maintained a strong commitment to their studies
in the face of uncertainty and novel challenges
like COVID. Our decision to house all students on
campus for the 2020-21 school year provided a safe
and stable learning environment for our students,
especially seniors who needed to prepare for their
national exams. We are so pleased that vaccination
efforts in Rwanda are picking up as these students
take their next steps into the future.

OUR 2021 GR ADUATES:
AHISHAKIYE OLIVIER
K ABANYANA MELLISA MUVUNYI
UMWALI FANNY
AKIMANZI SUGIR A ARIANE
KUR ADUSENGE GIKUNDIRO S

We are happy to announce that our school
director, Moses Ssenyonjo was recently awarded
the prestigious African Visionary Fellowship for
2021. The Segal Family Foundation created
this award in 2017 “to break the paradigm that
the revenue growth of their partners led by
expatriates grew twice as fast as those led by
Africans.” In a recent newsletter we reported
how Moses was a leader in food distribution
during the COVID shutdown. In making the award,
Segal announced, “Moses has dedicated his life
to transforming the lives of the youth through
equitable and relevant education, and he believes
that given the right opportunity, every youth is a
leader in the making.” Congratulations to Moses!

AMAHORO UWASE JOELLA
SAGAMBA GUY RENE
UHIRIWE GR ACE
MFITIMUKIZA A THIERRY
MUGABO NKER A SERGE
MUCYO KEVIN
UMUTESI ASSOUMPTA

OUR FIRST-EVER ZOOM
EVENT WAS A BIG SUCCESS!
LAST MAY, 217 people joined us for our
first-time ever ZOOM celebration. Many of
you joined us for the first time, so this may
be your first newsletter from us. Welcome to
all our new friends! You can still see some of
the highlights of this event by going to our
website http://rwandaschoolproject.org/
see-our-work/videos/. In addition to the
videos, you will find a link at the bottom of the
front page showing the Q&A from this event.

NTWALI GUERCHON
SHYAK A NASE
ITEK A ULRICK
NDAYIZEYE FR ANCISCO
GIR AMATA SOLANGE
IGABE OMAR
IR AKOZE K AYABO GLORIA
ISHIMWE AIME ER ASME
ISIMBI K AR ANGWA SANDR A
RUDAHIGWA MPAMO PATRICK

VEHICLE DONATION
PROGRAM
If you have a car and wish to donate it, consider
designating The Rwanda School Project as the
recipient. Call (855) 500-RIDE or go to our
website www.rwandaschoolproject.org and
click on the “Donate Your Car” button on the
front page.
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LETTER FROM
THE HEAD OF SCHOOL
UPDATE ON THE START OF SCHOOL AT RLS
Previously, schools in Rwanda ran on a January-November
calendar. This year, the academic year is changing to a fall
start date. The 2021-22 academic year might start in late
September or early October; schools are still waiting for
an official communication with the exact
dates. At Rwamagana Leaders’ School,
we are working tooth and nail to ensure
that we get ready for the new academic
year. We are expecting to admit 50 new
students in both our Senior 1 and Senior
4 classes. With COVID-19, the government
Moses
announced new measures that involve social
Ssenyonjo
distancing in the classrooms. As a result, we
PROGRAM
embarked on a journey earlier this year to
DIRECTOR
build a library complex, which will allow us
to restore two classrooms that currently house our library
and administration offices. As the photos on page 3 show,
construction work is progressing well.
UPDATE ON THE COVID-19 SITUATION IN RWANDA
On March 14th, 2020, Rwanda reported its first COVID-19
positive case, causing panic amongst Rwandans. The
government put in place many safety measures, including
lockdowns, inter-district travel bans, and closing some
businesses. Over the past eighteen months, cases in Rwanda
have spiked and fallen just like in many other countries.
Recently, the government has embarked on a massive
vaccination drive in Rwanda, starting with essential workers
and those that offer services to many people. Most of our
teachers at RLS have been vaccinated and the government
is continuing to vaccinate as many people as possible as a
way to improve herd immunity. 90% of the residents in Kigali
city have been vaccinated thus far.
TRIALS OF GETTING THROUGH THE LAST 2 YEARS
With the first COVID-19 case in Rwanda, people’s lives
changed. Many people experienced physical, emotional, and
psychological challenges, including students and employees
in the education sector. Schools closed and most economic
activities were temporarily halted. At RLS, we swiftly got
into food distribution in our local district of Rwamagana. We
were able to provide food to residents at a value of $12,000.
Amidst the financial challenges caused by COVID, our
staff continued to receive salaries while school was closed.
We also committed to boarding all students on campus for
the 2020-21 school year. When students returned to school,
many parents could not pay school fees due to the impact
COVID has had on local economies. Many RLS families
are facing financial stress. The changes in the financial
capacity of parents poses a risk to the academic future
of our students. We are currently seeking sponsorship
opportunities to the students who are at risk of leaving
school. If you are touched and wish to sponsor and keep
a student in school, kindly reach out to our president Karl
Smith at karl@rwandaschoolproject.org. We feel that this
is the best time to keep students at Rwamagana Leaders’
School, where education is for life!

An RLS Education:
By the Numbers

I

f ever you listen to National Public Radio, you might be familiar with
the program “Marketplace,” hosted by Kai Ryssdall. A segment of
that show, “By the Numbers,” reviews daily numbers associated
with U.S. economics, demographics, business performance, etc. I learn
a lot from listening and find it also gives me something to think about.
With that in mind, I hope you find these current numbers interesting.
GRADE

CURRENT ENROLLMENT

SPONSORED

NON-SPONSORED

S1

36

5

31

S2

41

7

34

S3

33

9

24

S4

43

17

26

S5

14

9

5

S6

22

7

15

TOTAL

189

54

135

• Total Sponsors: 52

• Monthly Cost of an Annual
Sponsorship: $160.00

• Half Sponsorships: 4
• Cost of an Annual
Sponsorship: $1,920.00

• Total Number of Students
Receiving Sponsorships: 54
• Students Awaiting
Scholarships: 20

Think about it...
• 189 students are being educated at RLS to be future leaders and problem
solvers who champion environmental sustainability and social change.
• Of these 189 students, 54 students are able to go to school because 54
families in the U.S. have committed to making an on-going difference in the
life of a child in Rwamagana, Rwanda. 20 bright and capable students are
attending RLS without being able to pay tuition, because the Rwanda School
Project has committed to providing high quality education to all students at
RLS regardless of their ability to pay.
• These 20 students need financial assistance to ensure the financial
sustainability of our school.
• Annual tuition at a Catholic high school in central California is $12,000.00;
annual tuition at RLS is $1,920.00.
Questions to ponder and pray about...
• Can you help?
• Can you fully sponsor a student by
sending $160.00 per month?
• Is sponsoring 50% of a student’s
tuition possible?

• Where would our school and its
students be without the generosity
of our sponsors and donors?
• How has God blessed you, so that
you may be a blessing to others?

We are looking for 20 new sponsors to make a difference in the lives of 20
students for the 2021-22 school year. This is an audacious goal, but it is our
reality; these are 20 real children who need to be in school, but come from
families without the means to make it happen. It is also our audacious belief
that with God, all things are possible. If you or someone you know can help
us achieve this goal, please direct them to rwandaschoolproject.org and
click on the orange Donate Now button in the upper right hand corner of the
home page. Please spread the word of our need and share the good news of
the difference RLS is making in the lives of our students in Rwamagana.
With deep gratitude for your prayerful consideration,
Debbi Holmerud, Sponsorship Chairperson
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Opening
the Door to
Knowledge
“What a school thinks about its library is a measure
of what it feels about education.”
— Harold Howe
LIBRARIES ARE not just books. Rather, they
are centers of learning which can open the
door to knowledge, not only through the books
themselves, but in teaching students how to
research and acquire knowledge. Students in
Rwanda treasure books and the opportunity to
actually check out a book and take it home. Doing
so is considered a unique privilege.
Our library project is essential to our master
plan for continued success. We give thanks to our
donors who have led the way by funding 87% of
our $280,000 goal. At this point, we have reached
the end of our funding and we need your help

GIVING LEVELS

to raise $50,000 in order to finish this project.
Please take a look at our leaderboard of giving
below.
Won’t you help us open the door to knowledge
for our students? You can donate at www.
rwandaschoolproject.org
“I always knew from that moment, from the time
I found myself at home in that little segregated

library in the South, all the way up until I walked
up the steps of the New York City Library, I always
felt, in any town, if I can get to a library, I’ll be OK. It
really helped me as a child and that never left me.”
— Maya Angelou

OUR MISSION:

Educate students to be successful in Rwandan
Society.

GRAND BENEFACTOR

BENEFACTOR

CORNERSTONE

BENCHMARK

PARTNER

$30,000 +

$15,000-$29,999

$3,000-$14,999

$1,500-$2,999

$300-$1,499

GOAL

2

5

11

20

28

ACTUAL NUMBER

2

STILL NEEDED

4

8

8

6

NEED 1

NEED 3

NEED 12

NEED 22

